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INTRODUCTION 
We present an algebraic theory for the top-down design of concurrent 
systems. The starting point is the modular struature of concurrent 
systems at a given level of abstraction: we consider systems made from 
certain basic systems by means of composition tools, including sequencing, 
alternative choice and parallel composition. This view of modularity 
leads to an algebraic structure for a level of abstraction. The 
hierarchical structure existing between two levels of abstraction, that 
characterises top-down design, is analysed using algebraic specifications 
and homomorphisms. 
Let us review the contents of the paper in more detail. 
In Section 1 we examine informally the modular structure of 
concurrent systems and experiment with top-down design using graph-theoretic 
and algebraic notations for systems. Graph substitutions and algebraic 
transformations are seen to model top-down refinements, and we set 
. ourselves the task of creating a proper foundation for the algebraic 
formulation. 
In Sections 2, 3 and 4 we develop the necessary algebraic tools 
to provide the syntax and semantics for the algebraic specification of 
levels of abstraction for concurrent systems. These tools are based on a 
set of algebraic laws for the behaviour of concurrent processes called 
ACP - axioms for communicating processes - first discussed in Bergstra 
and Klop [7]. 
In Section 5 we present an algebraic model for the top-down design 
of concurrent systems in which equationally specified algorithms are 
stepwise refined. The informal graph substitutions and transformations 
of equations are replaced by constructions of factor algebras and 
homomorphisms. 
In Section 6 a communication protocol is examined in detail to 
exemplify our theory. 
In Section 7 we discuss the origins of the theory in our work 
on concurrency, and on VLSI system design. We also comment on the 
~ 
relationship between this ACP-based theory and other algebraic approaches 
to concurrency, most notably those of Milner [16] and Hoare, Brookes and 
Roscoe [15]. 
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The prerequisites of this paper are a knowledge of concurrency 
(Ben-Ari [6], Hoare [14], Milner [16]) and a knowledge of algebra, and 
equational specification methods in computer science (ADJ [1,2], Goguen 
and Meseguer [12]). 
Finally, let us note that this paper is intimately related to the 
paper Bergstra, Klop and Tucker [10], in which parts of the algebraic 
theory presented here are generalised to account for the hierarchical 
structure of computer systems in general. 
We thank E.R. Olderog for helpful conversations on the various 
approaches to concurrency. We thank Ms. Judith Thursby for typing 
this paper. 
The structure of this paper is as follows: 
Introduction 
1. Prelude on algebraic and graphical notations for systems 
2. Algebra of communicating processes 
3. Standard concurrency and handshaking 
4. Models of ACP 
5. Algebra of top-down design by stepwise refinement 
6. Top-down design of a communication protocol 
7. Concluding remarks 
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1. PRELUDE ON ALGEBRAIC .AND GRAPHICAL NOTATIONS FOR SYSTEMS 
Very informally, consider a system built from certain system 
primitives, and given systems, by means of certain composition principles. 
Rather abstractly, the system primitives we will call atorrric actions 
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and the resulting system we will call a process. The composition principles 
of interest are : 
sequential composition; 
alternative composition; 
i tera·tion/recursion; 
parallel composition; 
encapsulation. 
We will describe these operations together with a graphical notation 
to picture the structure of the resulting process. 
1.1 Sequential Composition Let X and Y be processes. The sequential 
composition of X and Y makes a process X.Y that schedules Y after the 
completion of X. If the processes X and Y are represented by nodes then 
X.Y is represented by the graph seen in Figure la. 
1.2 Alternative Composition Let X and Y be processes. The alternative 
composition of X and Y makes a process X+Y that schedules either X or Y, 
but not both; its graph is seen in Figure la. 
1.3 Iteration/Recursion Let X and Y be processes. The iteration of 
X under Y specifies a process that schedules X an unspecified number of 
times under the control of Y. In symbols, this is expressed by an 
equation, 
Y = X.Y, 
and by a graph seen in Figure la. Although we are especially interested 
in recursion as a composition principle we will not attempt a simple 
informal description here. 
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1.4 Parallel Composition Let X and Y be processes. The parallel 
composition of X and Y makes a process xjjY that concurrently schedules 
the processes X and Y; its diagram is seen in Figure la. 
1.5 Encapsulation Let X be a process and let H be a set of atomic 
actions. The encapsulation of X with respect to connnunications by the 
actions of H makes a process aH(X) in which potential connnunications by 
actions in H have been prevented. 
Informally, we can imagine processes built from some set of 
atomic actions and given processes using the above composition tools; 
and for such processes we have a symbolic and graphical notation. We 
will experiment with these notations by means of examples. 
1.6 Examples In most of the following six examples we will use the 
atomic actions 
0 read 0 
1 read 1 
0 write 0 
1 write 1 
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The first two examples merely illustrate the relationship between foJ:!IDulae 
and pictures. 
1.6.1 Process p = 0.0 + 1(1+p) 
p 
6 
1.6.2 Process p = q.Q 
q = 0 + l._!q 
q 
1. 6.3 Inverter An inverter can be modelled as a process INV specified 
by the equation 
INV= (O._! + l.Q)INV 
and by the graph 
INV 
1.6.4 One Element Bag A bag over the set {x} is a multiset that can 
input and output x. It can be modelled as a process BAG(x) over the atomic 
actions 
x input x 
x output x 
and is algebraically defined by 
BAG(x) = x. (!II BAG(x)) 
and is pictorially defined by 
BAG(x) 0 
This bag has been examined in Bergstra and Klop [9]. 
1.6.5 Two Element Bag A bag ~ver the set {O,l} can be modelled as a 
process BAG(O,l) made from the one element bag BAG(x) by setting 
BAG(O,l) = BAG(O)ll BAG(l) 
The picture is simply 
8 
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1.6.6 Two Element Bag II A different specification for the two element 
bag over {0,1} is the fixed-point equation 
BAG(O, 1) = O(Q II BAG(O, 1)) + 1(! II BAG(O, 1)) 
This is pictured 
0 
BAG{O,l) 
0 
This bag has been examined in detail in Bergstra and Klop [9]. 
paper 
We now come to the principal problem of interest in this 
the transformation of systems in top-down design. 
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1.7 Top-Down Design and Graph Substitution Top-down design 
refers to the refin~ment of system specifications, starting from general 
descriptions and ending at specific definitions. Consider the refinement 
of a specification of a system Sin which a component X of Sis implemented 
by a system P and yields a new specification of a system S' ._ The 
graphical notation for systems allows us to visualise this refinement 
in terms of the substitution of the graph for Pat the node for X in the 
graph of S. The result of the substitution is the graph for S'. We will 
illustrate this idea and, in particular, examine the meaning of the 
refinement for the algebraic formalism. 
We will redesign the one element bag discussed in 1.5.4. Let 
the behaviour of the bag be specified by 
-BAG() 0-0f---cb-
and by the formula 
BAG(x) = xXBAG(x). 
The parameter X denotes a process that is the bag that contains a single 
x and terminates when empty. 
Now we take X to be specified by 
and, in symbols, 
X=x+xY 
where Y is the bag that contains two elements and terminates when empty. 
We observe that Y=X.X. Hence substituting in previous 
specifications we obtain the graph 
' ,, 
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X 
and the formula 
X = x+xXX 
Thus, the process BAG(x) is specified by substituting this graph for 
the node X in its top-most description, with the following result: 
Algebraically, we are left with the following pair of algebraic equations 
to define the bag 
1.8 Observations 
BAG(x) = xXBAG(x) 
X = x+xXX 
The following points are to be noticed: 
A level of abstraction for systems is characterised by its 
atomic actions, given systems and composition tools. 
System architectures can be specified by formulae or by 
systems of equations. 
Top-down design can be represented by the process of 
' 
transforming formulae and sets of equations by means of substitutions. 
The algebraic (and, indeed, graphical) notations for processes 
are very attractive, but they require a proper mathematical theory if they 
are to be of use. The purpose of this paper is to outline that theory 
(leaving i.he graph-theoretical theory to another occasion). We close 
this section with the following correspondences : 
architecture graph set of equations 
top-down design graph algebraic substitution 
substitution 
I I 
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2. ALGEBRA OF COMMUNICATING PROCESSES 
We will explain certain algebraic properties of the process building 
operations ., +, II and aH, when used with a finite set of atomic actions 
with a given pattern of communication. Our basic tool . is a set ACP of 
algebraic axioms for communicating processes, introduced in Bergstra and 
Klop [7]. 
2.1 ACF-algebras. Let A be a finite set, called the set of atomic 
actions. An. ACP-algebra over A consists of a set P equipped with the 
following operators 
sequential composition 
alternative composition 
pa,rallel composition 
left merge 
communication merge 
delta 
encapsulation 
x•y 
x+y 
xllY 
x[y 
I 
cS 
aH(x) 
All operators are binary, except the constant 6, which is a distinguished 
atomic action, and the unary H-projection (Hs;A) aH. The set P contains A 
as a subset on which communication !I' restricts as a map I: AxA+A. 
These operations satisfy the equational axioms in Figure 2a, 
where a,b,c vary over A and x,y,z over P. Often we will write instead 
of x.y just xy. 
2.2 Commentary on Axioms On intuitive grounds x•(y+z) and X•Y + x.z) 
present different mechanisms and an axiom x.(y+z) = x•y + x.z is not included 
in ACP. 
The constant cS is to be interpreted as an action which cannot be 
performed, hence 6x = 6 :; the law x + 6 = x postulates that in the context 
of an alternative it will never be chosen. 
The source of intuition for the li_ -operation axioms 1.s the arbitrary 
interleaving semantics of parallelism. The operations [, left-me rg~ 
and j, communication merge, are auxiliary operations helpful in obtaining a 
fini tai;y specification of II . The essential algebraic properties of IL and •I 
are the Zineari-t;y laws CM4, CM8, CM9. Intuitively, xjj_y is xii y but takes its 
initial step from x; and xly is xllY. but takes its initial step as a 
communication of an initial action of x and an initial action of y. 
x+y=y+x 
x + (y + z) = (x + y) + z 
X + X = X 
(x + y)•Z = X•Z + Y•Z 
(x-y)•z = x-(y-z) 
x+o,=x 
alb = bla 
(alb)lc = al(blc) 
ala= o 
x I I y = xll. y + y LL x + x I y 
allx = a.x 
(ax) lLY = a(xljy) 
(x+y) lLz=xlLz+ylLz 
( ax) I b = ( a I b) • x 
a I (bx) = ( a I b) • x 
(ax) I (by) = (alb)· (xllv) 
(x + y)lz = xlz + ylz 
xj(y + z) = xly + xlz 
dH(a) = a if a i H 
dH(a) = o if a€H 
c)H(x + y) = oH(x) + dH(y) 
dH(x•y) = aH(x)•dH(y) 
Figure 2a Axioms of ACP 
Al 
A2 
A3 
A4 
A5 
A6 
A7 
Cl 
C2 
C3 
CMl 
CM2 
CM3 
CM4 
CMS 
CM6 
CM7 
CM8 
CM9 
Dl 
D2 
D3 
D4 
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2.3 Ge.nerators. Let P be a process algebra over A. A s?AbaZgebra 
Q of Pis a subset Q of P containing A and closed under all the operations. 
Let X = {xi Ii ,.EI} be a subset of a process algebra P over A. The 
smallest subalgebra of P containing Xis denoted by <x>. The algebra Pis 
said to be generated by a subset X if P = <x>. The subalgebra M(P) of P 
generated by A is called the rrrinimaZ subaZgebra of P. 
2.4 Role of Generators. Let P be a process algebra over A generated 
by X. Then one thinks of Pas the class of all concurrent systems that can 
be manufactured from the system primitives of A, and the systems of X, 
by means of the composition tools represented by the operations of P. 
The algebra P representa a level, of system abstraction determined by 
A,X and the composition tools. 
2o5 Homomorphisms. Let P and Q be process algebras over A. A 
homomorphism ¢: P~ is a map which respects all operations and which 
leaves atoms invariant. The image of a homomorphism¢: P~ is an 
A-subalgebra of Q, denoted by ¢(P). 
A congruence= on process algebra Pis an equivalence relation 
respected by the operations of P; the factor algebra we denote P/=. 
The usual relationship between homomorphisms and congruences 
obtains let ¢: P~ be a homomorphism and define the relation=¢ for 
x=¢Y if, and only if, ¢(x) = ¢(y) 
Now=¢ is a congruence and we have the following 
Homomorphism Theorem 
¢(P) • 
If ¢:P~ is a homomoPphism then P/=¢ is isomorphic to 
. 2.6 1 Roe of Homomorphisms Let P and Q be process algebras over A 
modelling two classes of concurrent systems. Then a homomorphism ¢:P~ 
models the realisation of the systems of Pas systems of Qin such a way that 
the system primitives in A and the composition tools are preserved. 
Viewing P and Q as levels of abstraction·,_ a homomorphism ¢:P~ 
realising P-systems as Q-systems may be considered in one of two ways : 
(i) Top-down : The systems of P are implemented, specialised or 
refined by the systems of Q. 
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(ii) Bottom-up : The systems of P are abstractions or modularisations 
of the systems of Q. 
And it is important to note 'that the homomorphism property 
guarantees the compatibilit;y of system architectures and applies usefully 
to both the design processes of top-down implementation and bottom-up 
modularisation. In this paper we will be concerned exclusively with the 
first subject, of course. 
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3. STAN:DARD CONCURRENCY AND HANDSHAKING 
We will use the laws of ACP as a foundation for the algebraic 
analysis of system construction by means of the composition tools 
described in Section 1. Now, an important source of intuition about 
concurrent systems in the language CSP, first described in Hoare [14]. 
This draws attention to three further ideas about concurrent processes 
( 1) Processes are configurations of atomic actions. 
(2) Parallel composition is a many argument operator 
cobegin[X1 II . . . • II ~.] coend 
that is both connnutative and associative. 
(3) Connnunication is based on the synchronous execution 
of a pair of atomic actions within processes; for example, 
c!xlc?y x:=y • 
The conditions (1) and (2) are combined in the following 
requirements for 11 , ll_ and I, which we call the axioms of standard coneu;prency. 
3 .. 1 Standa-:t·d Concurrency A process algebra P has standard concu:Prency 
if it satisfies the following properties for x,y,z~P 
(xlly) ll z = xll (y!j z) 
(xly)llz = xj(yllz) 
xly = Ylx 
xllY = YII x 
xj(ylz) = (xly)lz 
xii (y ll z) = (xii y) II z 
SC 
These axioms are not independent relative to ACP, for instance the connnutativity 
and associativity of II are derivable from the other axioms. 
Condition (3) can be recognised in the following definition of 
handshaking which entails that all co~unications are binary. 
3.2 Handshaking A process algebra Pis said to have communication by 
means df handshaking if it satisfies for x,y,z£P 
(xjy)jz = cS HS 
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3.3 Expansion Theorem An important axiom of ACP is. axiom CMl which 
defines the parallel operator II in terms of IL, I and + • In the presence 
of associativity for II , it is natural to examine the generalisation of the 
property CMl from the binary parallel merge xllY to the k-ary parallel merge 
x1 II .. -II ~.in process algebra P. This generalisation is called an expansion 
theorem after an analogous theorem in Milner [16] which eliminates ll . Here 
is some notation: let I= {l, ••. ,k} and let x 1 , ... ,xk€P then we write 
2\ = 
II 
tc:Ik -{i ,j} 
That is, 2\ is obtained by merging x 1, ... ,~ except xi and ~,j 1.s obtained 
by merging x1 , ... ,~ except x. ,x .. 1. J 
Theorem Let P be a process algebra over A with standard concur~ency and 
corronuniaation by handshaking. Then for any x1, •.. ,~cP 
Proof We use induction on k starting at k=2 : by axiom CMl 
= 
which is the required identity. 
Suppose the identity is true fork and consider the case i=k+l 
(xl II · · · II ~) II xi 
= (x1 II • • • II ~) lL xi + xi ll_ (x1 II • • • II ~) 
Let these three subterms be denoted a,S,y respectively. Then 
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by induction hypothesis; 
by CM4; 
by the first axiom of 
standard concurrency; 
by definition of X~ 
J 
by induction hypothesis; 
by CM8; 
= .E (x. I xR_)'[ X1. + .E (xi I xj I xR,) lL ~,j 
1:;;i:;;k i . r 1:;;i<j:;;k 
by second and third axioms 
standard concurrency; 
= .E (xi I xi) lL X~ ,R-
l:;;i:;;k by handshaking and the 
definition of xi,j 
n 
In conclusion, 
et:H3+y = 
which is the identity required in view of the definition of the 
xi and i,j . 
n n 
,, 
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4. MODELS OF ACP 
In this section we will discuss five important kinds of 
ACF-algebra, namely: 
aigebra of finite processes; A,IJ) 
AJXJ 
AtiX,E) 
An 
free aigebra 011.. set X = {x1 , ••• ,X } . n 
factor aigebra of AJXJ by set E of equations 
n-th approximation aigebra A mod n; 
w 
Aoo aigebra of infinite processes; 
and their roles 1n solving recursion equations. 
4.1 Initial Algebra AW-
let y:AxA+A be a map that satisfies axioms Cl-C3 and hence may serve as a 
communication function. Let ACP(A,y) be the set of axioms obtained by 
adding to the ACP axioms over A the axioms 
alb = y(a,b) 
for each a,bEA. Now ACP(A,y) is a set of equations whose class MOD(ACP(A,y)) 
of models is the class of all ACF-algebras over A whose communication 
function extends y. In particular, the class of models has an initiai 
aigebra which we denote AL, or simply Aro, where y is understood. 
4.2 Terms Let TA be the term algebra over the signature~ consisting 
of names for the atomic acts in A and for the operations • , +, II , 1L , I , aH 
for HcA. There exists a surjective homomorphism 
V : TA +Aw 
that semantically evaluates the syntax in TA. By the Homomorphism Theorem 
in 2.5, 
Of course= 
V 
TA/=v ~ A w 
is axiomatised by the set of equations ACP(A,y). Notice that 
the elements of ¾, are finite processes made exclusively from atomic actions. 
The initial algebra Aw is characterised by the following fact : 
Completeness Lemma For any t 1, t 2E'TA 
Let L be the subsignature of L containing names for atomic 
0 
0 
acts in A and for the operations+, • only. Let TA be the subset of 
TA containing the terms of I
0
• Let AS be the set of axioms of ACP 
that refer to sequential and alternative composition only, i.e. 
axioms Al-A7. Since AS is a set of equations the class MOD(I
0
,AS) 
of its models has an initial object¾· As before we know the following 
Completeness Lemma 
We can connect these two sets of laws by means of the following 
result eliminating parallelism 
0 0 Elimination Theorem Far each tETA there exists t.ETA such that 
ACP(A,y)I- t=t0 
or, equivalently, 
Aw\= t=t0 
Conservative Extension Theorem The axiom system ACP(A,Y) is a 
conservative extension of the system AS in the foUowing equivalent 
0 
senses : for any t 1 , t 2ETA, proof theoreticaUy conservative 
ACP(A,y) I- t 1=t2 if, and only if, AS I- t 1=t2 
and semantical,Zy conservative, 
Aw I= t 1=t2 if, and only if, A: I= t 1=t2 • 
The proofs of these results can be extracted from Bergstra and 
Klop [8] as, indeed, can the proofs of the following facts : 
Theorem The algebra Aw satisfies the axioms of standard concurrency. 
Moreover, if for al,l, atomic acts a,b,cEA 
ajbjc = cS 
then Aw satisfies the handshaking axiom. 
,. 
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Theorem The aZgebra A_w is a eomputabZe algebra. 
4.3 The Free Algebra A [X] and its Quotients Let X = {x1 , .•• ,Xn} 
and AW[X]=Aw[x1, ... ,Xn] be the free algebra on X in the equational 
class of process algebras defined by ACP(A,y) . Let Ebe any system of 
equations : 
t (X1 , ... ,X)=t1 (X1 , ... ,X) n n n n 
Then E defines a factor structure A (X,E) defined by 
{Jj 
A (X,E) = A [X]/=E 
u:l 1l.) 
where =Eis the congruence generated by E. We will return to this 
type of model in 4.6. 
4.4 The Approximation Algebra A We will define a family of algebras 
-----"--t--------..:.-~--n-
{A :nEW} such that A approximates A up to stage n. 
n n w 
On AM one defines projection operators (.) :A +A as follows 
w n w w 
(a)n = a 
(ax) 1 = a 
(ax)n+l = a(x)n 
(x+y)n = (x)n + (y)n 
Here (x) is an n-th approximation of the finite process xEA • 
n w 
For each n~l a congruence relation= on A is obtained by 
n w 
X 
The algebras Aw/=n are again ACP(A,y)-algebras. We write An or Aw mod n for 
A I= . Clearly, (.) induces a homomorphism w n n 
(.) : A 1+A • n n+ n 
co 
4.5 The Algebra of Infinite Processes A The approximation mappings 
create a chain 
Al • A2 + A3 -+ . . . . 
(.) 1 (.) 2 
co 
from which we define the projective or inverse limit A of the family 
{A :nEW}. 
n 
. co 
The algebra of finite processes Aw also embeds in A. 
Theorem The algebra Aco satisfies the axioms of standard coneu.rrency. 
Moreover, if for all atomic acts a,b,cEA 
then Aw satisfies the handshaking axiom. 
4.6 Equations With reference to 1.7 and 4.3, systems of equations of 
the special form (X,E) where 
and E = {X.=t.(X1,···,x) : l$i$m} 
i i m 
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are an invaluable tool for the specification of processes; such equations 
we term guarded or Greibach equations. But we must consider their use 
with care. 
Consider the equation, with al5.A, 
X = aX 
This fails to have a solution in Aw, whereas intuitively it serves 
to specify the infinite process 
a*= aaa ••• a ••• 
The example illustrates the fact that Aw it not useful for defining 
the semantics of equational specifications of processes, and this leads 
co 
to our interest in the algebras A and A. Clearly, in A the equation 
n n 
X=aX has a solution an. Indeed we have the following important result 
Theorem Let (X,E) be a system of guarded or Greibach equations. Then E 
has a unique solution in A for every n 
n 
24 
00 
In consequence, (X,E) has a unique solution in A. Thus guarded equations 
00 
may be successfully employed for process specification using A and A 
n 
for semantics. We have the following important algebraic reformulation of the 
above theorem : 
Consistency _Lemma Let (X,E) be a system of guarded equations. Then for 
every n there exists a unique homomorphism 
Information on this subject can be found in Bergstra and Klop [7]. 
Let us observe that the guarded equations are solved in the presence 
00 
of standard concurrency and handshaking in A and A. Algebraically, this 
n 
point can be made explicit in the following reformulation: 
Consistency Lemma Let (X,E) be a system of guarde.d equations. Then 
for every n there exists a unique homomorphism 
¢ : Aw(X, sc· u HS u E) + A 
n n 
wherein SC and HS denote the sets of equations for standard concurrency 
and handshaking respectively. 
25 
5. ALGEBRA OF TOP-DOWN DESIGN BY STEPWISE-REFINEMENT 
With the algebraic equipment described in Section 2,3 and 4 
we can construct, concisely and quickly, a formal algebraic theory for 
the top-down design of concurrent systems. 
5 .1 Algorithmic Notations Let Aw be the initial process algebra over 
a given set A of atomic actions, as defined in 4.1. The algebra Aw 
can be thought of as an algebra, unique up to isomorphism, of algorithmic 
notations for concurrent processes over A subject to the system constraints 
axiomat1sed by ACP. 
The algebra Aw[XJ = Aw[x1, ••. ,~J, obtained by adjoining parameters 
x1, .•• ,Xk to Aw as defined in 4.3, can be thought of as an algebra, 
unique up to isomorphism, of parameterised algorithm notations. 
5.2 Design The aim of a design is an algorithmic notation 
t(X1 , ... ,~)EAW[x1 , ... ,Xk], together with a collection E = {e1 , ... ,el} 
of equations over the algebra Aw[Xl' .•• ,~] , that we call a set of 
design characteristics or design constraints. The role of these 
equations is to specify or conctrain the properties of the parameters. 
Specifically, we attach to a specification (X,E) the design algebra, 
DA(X,E) ~ Aw(X,E) 
The algebras of algorithmic notations A and A [X] and the design 
w w 
algebras DA(X,E) are considered as syntactic objects tailored to the 
formal specification of systems satisfying the UJ)J)S of ACP. These 
algebras have their semantics defined by homomorphisms into process 
algebras over A; for example of the form 
<j>:DA(X,E)-+ P 
5,.3 Role of the Design Algebra and its Semantics The design algebra 
characterises a stage in the top-down design of 4 system; indeed, it 
mathematically determiines a level, of system abstraction for the stage of 
the design. This mathematical definition assists in assessing two 
fundamental concerns in design 
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Validity : By calculating in DA(X,E), identities concerning the 
parameterised algorithm at hand can be derived; these identities are a 
principal tool for validating the design of the algorithm. 
Consistency: The consistency of the various specifications making 
up a design stage can be defined and established by means of homomorphisms 
from DA(X,E) into an appropriate class of target algebras. In particular, 
using the class {An:nEW} of time-boooded processes over A we define this 
useful criterion for consistency. 
Definition The design stage DA(X,E) is said to be consistent if for all 
n there exists a homomorphism 
<j>n: DA(X,E) • A n 
5.4 Top-down Design Consider a design project that proceeds in stages 
8initial • • • • • 8i • 8i+l • • • • +sfinal 
and consider, in particular, the transition of one stages. to the 
1 
next stage Si+l which in top-down design is called a refinement. 
Algebraically, this step is represented by a homomorphism 
<j> .. l: DA(X.,E.) 1,1+ 1 1 • 
where the sets of-parameters and design characteristics satisfy 
E. CE. 
1 1+1 
Typically, new variables arise as follows. Let X be a parameter 
in the set X .• 
1 
Then X represents a module specified at stage i to be 
refined in the transition to stage i+l. 
substitution of an algorithm T(Y) with 
This refinement amounts to the 
new module parameters 
Y = {Y1;••·,Ym} for the module X. The design of this algorithm T(Y) is 
governed by old and new design characteristics. The homomorphism <j> i,i+l 
that represents the refinement between stage i to stage i+l maps 
X to T(Y). 
5. 5 Example Let us reconsider the bag designed in 1. 6. The 
atomic acts are in A= {x,~} and the design consists of three stages 
s1 , s2 and S3° 
The initial stage s1 is 
D1 = DA({X,BAG(x)};{BAG(x)=xXBAG(x)}) 
The second stage s2 is 
D2 = DA ( {X,BAG(x), Y }; {BAG(x) =xXBAG(x), 
X = x + xY}) 
and the homomorphism <P1 , 2 maps 
X -+ X and BAG(x) -+ BAG(x) 
The.third stage s3 is 
D3 = DA( {X,BAG(x), Y}; {BAG(x) = xXBAG(x), 
X=x+xY 
Y = x.x}) 
and the homomorphism ¢2 3 maps , 
X-+ X, BAG(x)-+ BAG(x), y -+ y. 
This s3 · algebra is the final stage of the design and we must check its 
consistency. Remembering the definition of consistency in 5.3, consider 
the algebra 
D' = A ( {X,BAG(x)}; {BAG(x) = xXBAG(x), 
w 
X = ~ + xXX}) 
We obsPrve that this algebra is based on guarded equations and hence the 
first Consistency Lemma in 4.6 can be applied to create homomorphisms 
D'-+ An for all n. Now the consistency of s3 can be derived by ~eans of a 
homomorphism D3 -+ D' mapping Y-+ XX. 
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5.6 Final Design Stage A stage in a top-down design is called a finaZ design 
stage if {or each of the variables in X in its design algebra DA(X,E) there is a 
defining equation in E. At this stage no more substitutions can be made without 
jepardizing the consistency of the design. 
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6. TOP-DOWN DESIGN OF A COMMUNICATION PROTOCOL 
In order to illustrate our algebraic machinery we consider. the design 
of a toy connnunication protocol T. First we will give an informal 
specification of T. 
6.1 Protocol Behaviour The protocol Tis to allow the transmission of 
values O and 1 from a location P to a location Q, returning an acknowledgement 
a to P whenever a value has arrived at Q. A high-level specification of T as 
a process can be given graphically as in Figure 6a. 
T 
Figure 6a 
and, in symbols, as follows 
T = (OXQX'+lYlY')aT 
Here X,Y,X' ,Y' are undefined processes and the set 
E = {O,l,Q,!,a} 
of external events associated with T represents the behaviour of T by means 
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of the denotations 
0 receive 0 at p 
1 receive 1 at p 
0 deliver 0 at Q 
1 deliver 1 at Q 
a acknowledge at p 
Thus an example of a conversation at Pis the process 
Oala laOala laOa ••.• 
6.2 Protocol Architecture We further specify that Tis a system 
consisting of a sender p and a receiver q which communicate through media 
k and .il. The internal e·vents of T are bidirectional communications between 
these devices, namely: lets and~ denote communications between p,k and 
k,q, respectively; and let t and t denote communications between p,£ and 
£,q respectively. Let the set of internal events be 
I= {s,t,~,_!). 
Consider further these internal events at the interfaces or ports 
between the media; for example, consider the birectional communications 
between p,k. The communications is factorised into events s~ ands? and 
one thinks of s! as the act of offering the signals at the port and of s? 
as the act of expecting the signals at the port. Both p and k can 
offer and expects. The synchronisation of these events s! ands? results 
in the communications; in symbols 
s!js?=s 
By dividing the other communications similarly the set of hidden internal 
events 
is obtained. 
The entire pattern of events in the protocol T is depicted 
in Figure 6b • 
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-
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1 - ~ 
t! .... t? t! ' t? -, 
-
, 
-
' a e , t?,- t! t? t! / 
' 
-
.... 
-
Figure 6b Event structure of T 
Moreover, the media k,£ can now be specified graphically by Figure 6c. 
k e 
Figure 6c 
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and, in symbols, by 
Thus, p and q are undefined programs made from the events of {O,l,a,s:,s?,t!,t?} 
and {Q,l,~!,~?,!!,!?} respectively. 
6.3 Algebraic Specification We will now formulate the de~ign problem 
for Tin algebraic terms. 
The set of atomic actions of interest is formed frqm the external, 
internal and hidden events, namely 
A= Eu I u Hu {o}. 
The connnunication function y : Ax A • A is defined by 
y(a,[3) = z if a=z! and [3=z? for zE{s,t,s,t} 
z if a=z? and a=z! for zE{s,t,~,E} 
o otherwise. 
The specifications result in a system of equations 
Design objective : T = (OXQX' + lY,!Y') aT 
Design characteristics : T = dH(PII qjj kll $1,) 
k = (s?~ ! + .§!?s!)k 
$1, = (t?,!;! + !?t!)$1, 
(eT) 
(e,j) 
(ek) 
(e$1,) 
The design problem is to determine algorithms p,q (in terms of the 
appropriate atomic actions) that satisfy the above equations, and the system 
implementation constraints represented by the laws of ACP and the postulates 
of standard concurrency and handshaking. 
Algebraically, the initial stage _is represented by an algebra 
constructed as follows : 
Le~ W = {T,p,q,k,f,X,X' ,Y,Y'}. Let G0 be the set containing the laws of 
ACP, together with the graph of yon A, and the laws of standard concurrency 
and handshaking. Let G1 be the union of G0 and the set {eT,eT,ek,e$1,} of 
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design equations. Then the algebra required is 
Interestingly, it is not clear that design equations can be satisfied and 
that the design problem is consistent (which we defined to mean that there 
exists a homomorphism 
for each n: see 5.3). 
projects of course! 
6.4 First Refinement 
This is a standard problem for all top-down design 
We substitute algorithms for p and q over 
hidden actions as specified by Figure 6d 
p -------, q 
Figure 6d 
and by equations 
p = (0 s! s? + lt! t?)ap 
q = (~? Q ~! + _!? 1 !!)q 
This leads to a new design algebra 
Lennna In DA(W,G2) the following identity holds : 
T = (0 s 2 Q 2 s + 1 t ! 1 ! t)a T 
(e) p 
(e) q 
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Proof The proof is a lengthy mechanical calculation using the 
Expansion Theorem 3.3 and the equations of G2• Now 
by applying the Expansion Theorem and observing that only the first term 
is not o. By the equation (e ) for p and properties of tL , 
. p 
Let us write T = t 1+t2 and consider the term t 1 separately 
tl = 0 aH((s!s?ap) II qlJ kll .Q,) 
= o aH((s!s?aplk) tL (pll.Q,)) 
= 0 s aH( (s?ap) II (~!k) II q Ii .Q,) 
= 0 s aH ((E_!k) I q) ll. ((s? ap) II .Q,)) 
= 0 s ~ aH(k II (.Q_ E_! q) II (s?ap) II .Q,) 
= 0 s ~ aH((Q_ ~! q) lL (kll (s?ap) II .Q,)) 
= 0 s ~ 0 aH((~!q) II kll (s?ap) 11.Q,) 
= O s ~ Q ~ aH(qjl (s!k) II (s?ap) 11.Q,) 
= 0 s ~Q_~ dH(((s!k)l(s?ap))il(qll.Q,)) 
= 0 s s O s s aH(kll apll qll .Q,) 
= 0 s s O s s aH(ap lL (k II q II .Q,)) 
= 0 s s O s s a aH (p I j k II q JI fl) 
= 0 s s O s s a T 
And similarly it can be shown that 
t 2 = i t _! l ..!_ t a T 
and hence that the required identity holds. D 
by Expansion Theorem and (ek) 
by (ek) 
by Expansion Theorem and (e) q 
by (eq) 
by Expansion Theorem 
by definition of lL 
by Expansion Theorem and (ek) 
by Expansion Theorem 
by definition of I 
by Expansion Theorem 
by definition of lL 
by (eT) 
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6.5 Second Refinement We substitute algorithms for X, Y, X', Y' 
over internal actions as specified by the equations 
X = s s 
-
X' = s s 
-
y = t t 
Y' = t t 
This leads to the last design algebra 
wherein G3 = G2 u {eX,~,ei,e;}. These substitutions are authorised 
by the Lemma in 6.4. Since there is now an equation for each variable, 
DA(W,G3) represents the final stage of the design. The consistency 
of the design is innnediately established by observing that W,G3 constitute 
a guarded system of equations over ACP, augmented by standard concurrency 
and handshaking, and appealling to the second Consistency Lemma in 4.6. 
7. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The subject of this paper arises naturally from two areas 
of research 
(i) ilie theory of concurrent processes; and 
(ii) ilie theory of the design of VLSI systems. 
We will coIIllllent on both subjects. 
7.1 ~eory of Concurrent Processes This paper is intended to 
contribute to an exclusively algebraic theory of concurrency. We view 
the axioms of ACP as a kernel of properties of the functional or 
behavioural semantics of concurrent systems. As demonstrated in 
Section 3, new axioms, consistent with ACP, may be added to analyse 
functional semantics. ACP is not intended as a tool to study the 
operational semantics of systems; for that task a weakening of the 
axioms is required. For ACP is designed to handle the arbitrary 
interleaving semantics of parallelism which is supposed to be 
compatible (at the level of functional semantics) with any operational 
semantics of parallelism. 
Composition operators for concurrent processes have been the 
subject of long standing research by R. Milner, an introduction to which 
is Milner [16]. An important idea is that of a calculus, called CCS, 
for the composition.operators which describes their effects by means 
of l(l}j)s. In recent studies of CSP the modular structure of programs 
is established by means of operators and their laws; see Hoare, Brookes 
and Roscoe [15]. 
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However, hierarchical aspects of system construction are treated 
only through special algebraic operators akin to the encapsulation operator 
in ACP which allows an interconnected set of processes to be regarded 
as a single process with various hidden components. The theory of levels 
of abstraction for concurrent systems based on homomorphisms is new and 
its principal ideas, as explained in this paper, can be applied to other 
axiomatic approaches to concurrency. 
To conclude these remarks on concurrency we will catalogue the 
principal influences on ACP. In addition to work on calculi for concurrency, 
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from Milner's CCS we have adopted the laws Al-5 and the idea of the 
expansion theorem; Milner's restriction operator is here called the 
encapsulation operator. (In [ 9.] Milner' s -r-laws have been incorporated 
in the algebraic framework.) From Hennessy [13] we have adopted laws 
Cl and C2. 
The left-merge 11 and projective limit A00 first appeared in [7]. 
The full system ACP, including I, was introduced in [8]. Our work on 
ACP arose from a question in De Bakker and Zucker [3] about the existence 
of solutions for non-guarded fixed point equations in their topological 
00 
model of processes (A is equivalent to their space of uniform processes); 
see also De Bakker and Zucker [4]. 
7.2 Theory of the Design of VLSI Systems A VLSI system is a system 
specially implemented in silicon using a VLSI technology. The need for 
custom VLSI leads to the problem of programming into silicon wherein 
system descriptions are compiled into circuits. Thus, the following 
scientific problem is encountered: 
VLSI System Hierarchy Problem. To analyse and structure VLSI computation 
as a hierarchiy of levels of computation; and to develop formal many-level 
specification languages which have regard for verifying system behaviour 
and predicting system performance. 
The problem asks for a generalisation of the von Neumann machine-
language hierarchy (Bell and Newell [5]); and its answers may be as complex 
in their organisation. The subject of the design of concurrent systems, 
using composition tools, is important for this problem; and especially that 
of the hierarchical structure of concurrent systems, which determines 
top-down design. 
The VLSI Hierarchy Problem is of interest to us in Dew and 
Tucker [11] timing problems of the sequential operator are considered 
from a theoretical and experimental point of view. Calculations for a 
circuit at the functional unit level and at the level of a pass 
transistor logic implementation are made and shown to be inconsistent; 
and an experiment is described to investigate this discrepancy. In the 
language of this paper, the discrepancy means that homomorphisms do not 
necessarily preserve system timing. 
Another source of practical work on the problem is the progrannning 
of VLSI-oriented algorithms in the concurrent language OCCAM [17]. 
The general algebraic theory of hierarchical computer systems 
described ~n Bergstra, Klop and Tucker [10] also addresses this problem. 
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